
SUSTAINABLE 
AGRICULTURE 

INITIATIVE

developing 
sustainable agriculture 
solutions through 
member-driven 
pre-competitive 
collaboration



SAI Platform works with its members through 
its Working Groups and Committees to 
address specific challenges in implementing 
and improving sustainable agricultural 
practices in their value chains.

Working Groups and Committees work with 
external stakeholders to 
- establish best practice
- harmonise industry standards
- develop implementation solutions, guides 
and resources

PILOT PROJECTS

SAI Platform builds partnerships and collaborates 
with members on implementation projects to 
pilot new ways of farming sustainably.

Projects can combine several focus areas, as 

with SAIRISI, our Italian rice farming project, 
which addresses the challenges of transferring 
knowledge from researchers to farmers, water 
management, GHG emissions, and working with 
a long supply chain.

FARM SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT

The FSA Programme facilitates the uptake of 
industry-shared management practices that 
improve farm performance and sustainability 
outcomes.

It improves the sustainability performance 
of farmers, reduces the need for multiple 
assessments and gives access to new buyers. It 
also increases the ability of companies to meet 
ambitious sustainable sourcing targets and 
contribute to positive sustainability outcomes 
on the ground.

A PRE-COMPETITIVE, COLLABORATIVE & MEMBER-DRIVEN PLATFORM

BUILDING SOLUTIONS TOGETHER 

SAI Platform connects 

>> the most knowledgeable and 
experienced professionals and stakeholders 
in the field 
with
>> engaged members from the worldwide 
value chains of the food and drink industry 
– from farmer cooperatives to retailers.  

SAI Platform 
collaboratively builds 
agricultural sustainability solutions to 
>> cross-cutting challenges
>> commodity, region and value chain-
specific issues

Being part of SAI Platform means being at 
the cutting edge of innovation, emerging 
issues, and opportunities relating to 
sustainable agriculture. 

SAI Platform works with 
NGOs, non-profit organisations, 
universities and research bodies 
to develop simple and harmonised

>> sourcing and implementation 
best practice 
>> sustainability assessment and impact 
measurement tools

JOIN US

FULL MEMBERSHIP*

Food and drink industry organisations of all 
sizes, from all levels of the value chain, and at 
all stages of their sustainability journey. These 
organisations recognise that developing their 
sustainability strategy is key to improving their 
environmental, social and economic impact. 
Full members participate in the Working 
Groups, Committees, and projects, and elect 
SAI Platform’s governing body, the Executive 
Committee.

Members shape SAI Platform’s agenda 
through its Working Groups and Committees, 
which are created in response to members’ 
needs and focus areas, and provide the 
opportunity for on-going collaboration. 

AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIP

Agricultural stakeholders: organisations 
such as associations, research bodies, state 
agencies or commercial organisations who 
have no direct stake in trading agricultural raw 
materials, but who do have an interest in the 
work of SAI Platform.

Affiliate members participate in the Working 
Groups, Committees and projects.

SAI Platform is 
a global 

food and drink 
industry platform 
for developing 

sustainable agriculture 
solutions 

through member-driven 
pre-competitive 
collaboration. 

SAI Platform works 
with its members 

and external stakeholders 
to catalyse change 

and establish 
sustainable agriculture 

as a pre-requisite 
for doing business 

throughout the 
food and drink industry 

supply chain.

Connect with us 
www.saiplatform.org

*In SAI Platform statutes: “Active Membership”.



Full* Members

*In SAI Platform statutes: 
“Active Members”

Director of Strategy and Engagement Peter Erik Ywema peywema@saiplatform.org
Director of Operations Jane Duncan jduncan@saiplatform.org
Farm Sustainability Assessment Programme Ruth Thomas rthomas@saiplatform.org
Fruit and Nuts Working Group Jenny Edwards jedwards@saiplatform.org
Beef Working Group

Brian Lindsay blindsay@saiplatform.org
Dairy Working Group
Arable and Vegetable Crops Working Group

Nick Betts nbetts@saiplatform.org
Horizon Committee
FSA Metrics Joe Rushton jrushton@saiplatform.org
Local Focus Initiatives

Yael Fattal yfattal@saiplatform.orgNew Membership
Global Events
Digital Communications Marco Consalvo mconsalvo@saiplatform.org

Affiliate Members


